**JOB TITLE:** Infrastructure Security Architect/Design Engineer  
**JOB CATEGORY:** Engineering

**LOCATION:** IntraSystems, Inc.  
Braintree, MA 02184

**TRAVEL REQUIRED:** Willing to travel throughout MA, NH, RI to various customer sites

**LEVEL/SALARY RANGE:** $110-$140K - Commensurate with experience

**POSITION TYPE:** Full-Time

**JOB DESCRIPTION:**
IntraSystems is seeking an experienced Infrastructure Security Architecture / Design Engineer. The ideal candidate should have 5-10 years engineering experience and be proficient in network security design/architecture with one or more of the following vendors: Fortinet, Checkpoint, Juniper, Pulse Secure, Barracuda or Cisco. Experience with other firewalls, IDPs, and SSL VPN devices would also be considered. This individual will work closely with IntraSystems clients and our Sales and Client Engineering Teams to identify client technical needs and architect and implement secure solutions. Majority of time will be spent at various customer sites performing pre-sales, assessment, design, and implementation services for various technologies. Candidate must be able to travel to various locations typically within the MA, NH, and RI area.

**REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS:**
Candidate must possess a strong understanding and knowledge of IPSEC, Routing, TCP/IP, Scripting, Vulnerability Scans, Encryption, IDS/IDP, Web Filtering, VPN technologies, Management Systems, Two Factor Authentication Systems, Anti-Virus, Spam Filters, and Anti-Spyware.

Requirements:

- Possess ability to present and report findings to customers. Must be able to listen and communicate effectively with customers.
- Excellent documentation and analytical skills
- Experience in designing and presenting security solutions within the sales process
- Lead role in responding to technical RFP’s and Statement of Work generation
- Experience with one or more of the following wireless products: Cisco/Meraki, Aruba or Aerohive

**PREFERRED CERTIFICATIONS:**
- CISSP, Fortinet Network Security Expert (NSE5-8), Check Point CCSA, Check Point CCSE, Cisco CCNA, Juniper JNCIS-FWV, Juniper JNCIS-SSL, Juniper JNCIA-IDP, MCSE, Barracuda BTN300

**EDUCATION:**
- Bachelors Degree in Information Technology/Computer Science or equivalent experience

**OTHER:**
- Existing authorization to work in the United States is required
- Background Screening, Credit Check, and Drug Testing is required